Lighting Your Way

B/E’s acquisition of LaSalle Electric in 2011 made us the world’s premiere supplier of aircraft lamps and lighting products. With over 125 years of cumulative experience, our expert lighting products team members are available to assist your Supply Chain and Engineering departments make the necessary decisions about product price and quality. The proper mix of reliable, superior quality products for critical applications complimented with low unit costs results in the lowest possible total cost of ownership for you.

B/E Aerospace’s unmatched lighting inventory is strategically located around the world to reduce freight costs, delivery time, shipping liability, and loss from breakage. B/E provides lighting products for all major aircraft fleets including Boeing, Airbus, Embraer, and Canadair. B/E is the valued supplier of aircraft lamps to Boeing Commercial Aircraft for both Production and Spares.

B/E Aerospace is an authorized distributor for all of the world’s major lamp manufacturers, including:
- General Electric
- Welch Allyn
- Wamco
- CML Innovative Technologies
- Osram Sylvania
- Oshino
- Advanced Micro Lights
- Micro Lamps

Contact your local B/E representative for all your lighting requirements.